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by Kip Mistral

Once Trigo’s “Lightness” ridden clinic begins in Phoenix, 
Arizona, he reminds us that “Lightness” is a perspective 
that embraces both a means and a goal. Lightness is a 
means, in the sense that we must handle the horse lightly 
if we expect him to respond lightly. Lightness is also a 
goal toward which we work as we make the horse light to 
the aids. 

Trigo recommends using a double bridle to train a horse in 
Lightness. The acting principle is that the bradoon - which 
Trigo considers the harshest bit - lifts the head up and bends 
the horse’s neck sideways. The curb lowers the nose and 
brings the head backward, and aids with the flexion of the 
jaw. However, he analyzes each horse for sensitivity, and 
recommends whether a double bridle is appropriate, or whether 
a curb bit should be utilized with a serreta (media caña) or 
cavesson nosepiece fitted with two rings for a second set of 
reins. This cavesson acts as snaffle leverage without having a 
second bit in the mouth. For centuries, Trigo explains, it was 
the tradition of the great schools in Europe to “save the tongue 
for the future” by training the horse on the cavesson and curb. 
Even today in Spain, it is traditional to use a serreta on the 
nose to act as snaffle, saving the sensitivity of the tongue for 
the curb bit. When a horse is balanced and working in self-
carriage, the snaffle or cavesson is eliminated. Ultimately, 
the goal is to ride the finished horse in only a curb and with 
both reins in the left hand. This method is traditional in Alta 
Escuela and Doma Vaquera, and is still authorized today in 
Grand Prix Freestyle Dressage.

Three Resistances, Three Horses, Three Riders

Riding in Lightness
with Manuel Trigo:
Liberating Resistance

Manual demonstrates a jaw flexion. 
Photo: Herman Gordon of photos4sure.com
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Ursula & Waldemar, Bill & Ali, and Tiffany& Jazzi 
circle the bull in trot for practice. Photo: Diane 
Calderon

The exercise with the bull asks for a shoulder-in in 
a tangent to the bull, a flying change upon coming 
close to the bull, a small circle in canter trying to reach 
the tail of the bull, and finally running away in a long 
canter. Photos: Diane Calderon

Ursula & Waldemar take their turn.
Photo: Diane Calderon
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Before the students mount, Trigo presents theory about the 
resistance with which a horse may respond to our aids.

The Three Resistances
The horse displays three main types of resistances, Trigo tells 
us, and these are the resistance of weight, the resistance of 
force, and the resistance of inertia. He describes how each 
problem occurs and offers solutions for each of them.

The Resistance of Weight
Problem: When the horse moves with most of his weight on 
his forehand, he bears down on the bit and on the rider’s hand. 
The rider has the feeling that the horse is heavy in the hand, 
heavy to the leg aids, and heavy in his movement. This is due 
to the fact that the horse can’t turn easily with his weight on 
the forehand and is incorrectly balanced. There can be no 
lightness without balance.

To demonstrate this principle, Trigo brings out student Bill 
Calderon’s “bull on wheels” and asks all the students to take 
a turn with an experiment. [If the reader doesn’t happen to 
have a bull on wheels handy to try this at home, use a loaded 
wheelbarrow.] If you push this bull/barrow with your arms 

high, the balance of weight will move to the front and the 
wheel of the bull/barrow will dive into the sand. If you lower 
your arms, the balance of weight moves backward and the bull/
barrow, even in sand, will speed up even though you do not 
push harder, because the weight is balanced. This principle of 
balance and lightness works the same for the horse. As soon as 
the horse is balanced, the horse is more forward and rhythmic.

Solution:  The half halt helps the horse bring his weight back 
on his hind legs to rebalance himself under the rider’s weight, 
but only if it is performed in a way that will not take the 
impulsion away from the horse by pulling the reins backward. 
If the horse is lifted upward by a rider who creates an upward 
effect using the snaffle or cavesson, he doesn’t lose impulsion. 
Equally important, after the half halt is produced and the horse 
is rebalanced, the rider must utilize the “descent of aids” by 
immediately, gently lowering the hands to give the horse the 
opportunity to carry his balance himself until the next aid he is 
given, or the next half halt is employed to help him rebalance.

The Resistance of Force
Problem: The horse resists the hand of the rider by tensing 
or locking his lower jaw, and pulling on or resisting the reins 
when he is asked for a downward transition or stop. He literally 
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uses his jaw, head, neck and shoulders against his rider. There 
can be no lightness without relaxation.

Solution: A jaw flexion correctly performed on the curb will 
stimulate the horse to slightly open his jaw, to swallow and 
release his poll. The horse will then become light to the hand 
and be better balanced. From the saddle, the rider closes his 
fingers on the curb reins of the double bridle to perform the 
jaw flexion. NOTE: The jaw flexion must be taught by an 
instructor experienced with it, because learning the working 
principles and the timing of the flexion requires feel and 
subtlety, and must be mentored.

The Resistance of Inertia
Problem: A horse that is indisposed to move obediently from 
his rider’s leg aids is using the resistance of inertia. The 
rider should know whether the horse consistently exhibits 
this general tendency to not respond immediately to the leg, 
whether he might be confused, or whether he might be tired. 
However, there can be no lightness without obedience.

Solution: In riding in Lightness, spurs come off and the rider 
avoids using the heels as much as possible, using rather the 
thigh and calves to aid the horse. Therefore, to teach the horse 
to be light to the leg, we will reinforce the leg aid at the same 
time with a whip. The secret to this solution is the timing of 
leg and whip together. If the rider must repeat the leg´s aid, the 
leg should never be used more strongly. In this case only the 
whip may be used with more firmness if necessary. 

Liberating the Resistances
Identifying the Resistances
The rider must learn to identify which one of the three 
resistances the horse is offering at any given moment, and 
be aware that there may be a connection among them. For 
example, if the rider asks for a shoulder-in and the horse is not 
moving laterally enough, the primary problem may be that he 
is unbalanced because he is diving on his forehand. Since he 
is out of balance and cannot be fluent in his movement, the 
rider will feel the resistance of inertia (which most of the time 
occurs along with one of the other two resistances). However, 
rather than trying to fix the horse’s response to the leg, the first 
priority is to fix his balance. The rider must stop thinking and 
start feeling, both for the problem and the solution.

Optimization of Aids
Great care must be taken with the application of aids in order 
for them to be effective. Aids used before or after the right 
moment will just confuse the horse. 

d For the resistance of weight, the half halt must be followed 
immediately by the descent of the upward lifting aid, in 
order to allow the horse the opportunity to carry himself.

d For the resistance of force, the jaw flexion must be 
performed on the curb, not the snaffle.

d For the resistance of inertia, the whip must be used behind 
the leg at exactly the same time as the leg aid, to effectively 
reinforce it.

Three Riders, Three Horses
Tiffany
Manuel introduces Tiffany Coggeshall…

Tiffany is a rider with a lot of riding and showing experience, 
and she was trying to do her best with a horse with multiple 
problems with behavior, who wouldn’t perform, who was 
heavy and almost controlling her. There was nothing fun in 
her riding and especially no lightness in her riding. Once she 
found the solution in Lightness, immediately the horse began 
to behave better and listen more. Instead of a downward 
spiral into more and more trouble, when Tiffany began using 
the methods of Lightness, she and her horse began an upward 
spiral to a much happier, fun horsemanship.

I have to laugh because at the beginning of the two-day 
seminar, I didn’t see what Manuel would be able to cover in a 
classroom for 16 hours without a horse. But I was so impressed 
by his teaching abilities, he was so easy to pay attention to, 
he kept the material running--you could tell he was excited 
about what he was teaching. I had so many epiphanies during 
the ridden clinics when I remembered the material from the 
seminar. 

I experienced all of the resistances with my 16-year old 
purebred Arabian mare, Jazzi. I have had her since she was 
born, but as much as I loved her, I was so frustrated with her 
that before the Lightness clinics I was planning on selling her. 
The resistance of force was a particular issue on both sides. 
I was trying to force her into modern dressage, and we were 
in a fight from the beginning. She had an inconsistent trot 
and didn’t have impulsion from the back. I had spent nine 
months trying to develop a good trot by pushing her down 
low to round her out. She would clamp down on the bit and 
chew on it like crazy. I thought I had no choice but to use the 
figure-8 cavesson—but I now realize I was pushing her out of 
her natural frame. 

By switching to the lifting method instead of pushing Jazzi 
down, this allowed her to come up into her higher natural 
frame. Immediately she was happy on the bit. The jaw flexion 
was easy for her because she is mouthy on the bit. She stopped 
grinding and now carries it quietly and softly, playing with it. 
Right away we started moving forward in progress. 

Jazzi is an extremely sensitive mare, but before she was only 
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sensitive to my leg when she wanted to be. She was very 
resistant to lateral work. Now I don’t get on a horse without a 
whip. If the horse doesn’t listen to my leg, the whip asks her to 
be responsive and light. It really works. I use the half halt all 
the time. Every time she starts to come down on her forehand, 
I ask for a half halt and she lifts up again. We’re getting lighter 
and lighter.

At the final clinic, the work with the bull was great fun. While 
circling the bull at the canter, the bull “operator” would turn a 
mini-circle behind the horse, so the horse would bend inward 
to watch the bull, doing a perfect shoulder-in at the canter. It 
was exhilarating because you got to feel the natural movement 
of the horse.

Ursula
Manuel introduces Ursula Conway…

Ursula is a competitive dressage rider with a horse trained 
in modern dressage for years. She felt there was something 
wrong even if judges and instructors were telling her it was 
OK. Ursula felt it was not natural if you have to hold the 
horse, and she didn’t like the way it looked. Her instinct told 
her that her horse was not happy, not 100% present. Ursula 

worked very hard to teach Waldemar relaxation so he could 
enjoy himself, and of course she is enjoying herself more too.

It is almost unheard of for a clinician to offer the two-day 
theory lecture that Manuel requires before starting to ride. In 
comparison, perhaps 10% of modern dressage trainers give 
a two-hour lecture the night before a two-day ridden clinic. 
So the classroom work is a large part of what sets Manuel 
apart. The way he trains gives his students a toolbox so they 
can replicate exercises at home. Manuel’s desire to educate is 
more explicit than most modern dressage trainers. So, after 
the seminar, I let curiosity get the best of me and signed up for 
the Lightness clinic series. 

I brought Waldemar, a 21-year old Hannoverian Warmblood, 
to the Lightness clinics. We are competing in Intermediare 
1. To me, a goal of dressage is to capture the horse’s natural 
movement and be able to use it on request. My competition 
videos showed that I was not accessing the elegance and 
brilliance of my horse. There was no lofty trot or freedom of 
movement that I see in turnout and liberty, nor did I see enough 
elevation of the forehand. And I felt like I was manhandling 
Waldemar through the tests. The main issue he and I were 
having was the resistance of force. I felt we were constantly 
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having a tug of war. We would get through the tests but it was 
not the picture I want to achieve. That is why I supplemented 
modern dressage training with training in Lightness. 

Waldemar wants to please, but he is a nervous shower, and 
when he gets nervous, he goes into a rigid locked mode. It’s 
clear he is saying to himself “I just have to get through this 
and it will be ok.” And, when he got nervous and forceful, I 
responded with more force.

When I read the book “Tug of War” by Dr. Gerd Heuschmann, 
I began to understand that some people really do ride in 
lightness. I realized I was balancing myself on my horse’s 
mouth, so I started riding my horses on a long rein in all gaits 
to teach myself how to balance and control my body and 
develop a more independent seat. I’m stunned and frustrated 
that no one focused on this aspect of my riding during years 
of dressage training. I made lots of progress in this area before 
the first Lightness clinic, or I wouldn’t have been able to 
perform some of the exercises. 

During the Lightness clinics, the lifting of the reins tended 
to tighten Waldemar at first. At the first clinic, Manuel had to 
come over and help me with the jaw flexion. Waldemar was so 
tense he couldn’t release his jaw, so at home, we would stand 
in the grooming stall, and practice the jaw flexion repeatedly. 
Now when I’m riding in the double bridle, to relax him I can 
just lift my index finger slightly and he will respond, usually 
stretching his neck out and holding it lightly, and elongate his 
walk.

My “aha” moment came in the final clinic when Manuel 
brought the bull out, and asked all the riders in turn to canter 
close to the bull in a circle. I felt Waldemar suddenly get into 
his familiar pattern of bracing, using all of his weight to plow 
through the exercise. I began a series of jaw flexions and I felt 
him respond. Now that it had become more of a reflex for me 
to use it, he was responsive even under stress.

Having completed the series, it is very exciting to just move 
a finger ¼ inch and know that this horse, who used force 
repeatedly against me in the past, will respond in Lightness.

Bill
Manuel introduces Bill Calderon…

Bill was a relatively green rider who has been alone in the 
quicksand trying to do things by himself. He was having 
real difficulty with Ali, his Lusitano stallion, who had some 
incorrect training. Through training in Lightness, not only 
has Bill greatly improved Ali, but afterward he started 
very successfully started two young horses from zero. Bill’s 
progress in horsemanship has been tremendous.

When I acquired my Lusitano stallion, Ali, 18 months ago, 
he had been backed perhaps 10 times, and since then I had 
just been riding him forward. I had always owned pushbutton, 
fully-trained horses, I had no formal riding training and I had 
never trained a horse. His disobedience started with day one—
he knew enough to know I didn’t know anything and he could 
get away with it.

I had a little of all three resistance with Ali. Whatever I asked 
from him I got resistance, disobedience, and it seemed like I 
was always playing tug-of-war with him. He was heavy on 
the reins, and when I longed him he pulled constantly. He 
reared and bucked. What I was doing wasn’t working, and I 
needed to try something else. That’s why I got involved with 
the Lightness clinics.

First, my attitude changed. Using the correct training methods 
I learned at the clinics, I became more assertive. In November 
2010, after our first clinic, I took private lessons from Manuel 
and whereas before I’d been riding Ali once a week, thereafter 
I started riding him consistently three or four times a week.

At the beginning, I had trouble getting Ali to lift his head 
using the serreta. He didn’t want to bring his head high and 
he hollowed his back. I then switched to the curb bit and he 
works better with that. Also, I’ve stopped fighting him and 
have given him some rein. He’s got a big thick jowl so it’s a 
challenge for him to flex his poll. His head is still not where I 
would like it, but he’s comfortable with it. He’s mellowed and 
since the last clinic, he’s a changed horse. If I ask him to do 
something, he tries his best to do it. 

I’ve come such a long way in my education, and teaching 
these horses using Manuel’s training has given me a lot of 
confidence.

This concludes Part II of the Lightness by Manuel Trigo 
series. For Part I please refer to The P.R.E. Horse, Issue 1 of 
2011. For more information about Manuel Trigo, his clinics, 
seminars, and private training and instruction, see his website 
www.trigomanuel.com, and contact him at info@equisa.biz. 
Contact the author Kip Mistral at newhorsearts@hotmail.com.
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